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Theoretical underpinnings

Two literature bases:
(1) cognitive development psychology
(2) mathematics education

Human starter kit has two distinct components:
(1) aspects of the starter kit which are common to all human

sense making (domain general);
(2) aspects that are particular to a specific way of sense making

(domain specific)

‘Potentials’ become ‘Powers’ through enculturation
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Human Powers irt mathematical thinking

The human powers identified in relation to mathematical thinking 

include:

1. Imagining and expressing

2. Focusing and defocusing

3. Specializing and generalizing

4. Conjecturing and convincing

5. Classifying and characterizing

(Mason, 2006)
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Learning trajectories for early grade mathematics

Developmental or learning trajectories for early grade mathematics:
1. Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, ed (2008) Children Learn Mathematics: A learning-teaching
trajectory with intermediate attainment targets for calculation with whole numbers in
primary school. Sense Publishers: Rotterdam

2. Sarama & Clements (2009) Learning and Teaching Early Maths: The Learning Trajectories
approach

3. Fritz-Stratmann et al. Marko-D developmental framework
4. Wright, et al. Math Recovery and Early Learning Number Framework (LFIN)

1 2 3 4
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Fundamental constructs in early grade mathematics

The fundamental mathematical constructs for the early years and early 
grades include:

1. Discerning equality from inequality (same from different)

2. Choosing units, repeating these units that leads into multiplicative 

reasoning.

3. Distinguishing a whole from its parts that leads into additive relations.  

4. Distinguishing discrete contexts from continuous contexts:

5. Seeking and identifying patterns and their underlying structures within 

both discrete and continuous contexts.
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Fundamental constructs in early grade mathematics

6. Describing, constraining and varying attributes of shape, space, 

orientation and movement.

7. Creating, using and extending mathematical representations, models, or 

tools that are stimulated by real or imagined problem contexts. There 

are a limited number of powerful tools for representing mathematical 

concepts:

a. Lines (linear arrangements)

b. Arrays / grids / rectangles / Cartesian Planes

c. Whole-part-part diagram

d. T-table/clue board/double number line / function machine
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How CAPS can be strengthened: General

1. Take into account our starting point: our children lack
experience of number and spatial reasoning, prior to school.

2.  Increase the “bandwidth” per grade/level. Not all children
progress at the same pace.

3.  Reduce the pace as this currently outstrips the pace of
learning. 
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Children Learn Mathematics

A learning-teaching trajectory should not be seen as a strictly linear, 
step-by-step regime in which each step is necessarily and inexorably 
followed by the next. 

There is sufficient reason to talk about a learning-teaching trajectory 
having a certain bandwidth.

A level is not simply a matter of a particular item (and its number range), 
but also the strategy used by the child to solve the problem. Eg 
Solve 83 − 39: 
- Do the calculations in their heads/ make a sketch of the number line. 
- Count backward in small steps (ones): 83…, 82, 81, 80, take away 

another 6, 74,…, 64, 54, 44
- Count backward in large steps (tens): 83 − 30, 53, 53 − 9, 44) 
- A clever compensation strategy: first take away 40, then add 1

Van den
Heuvel-Panhuizen,
ed (2008)

1
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How CAPS can be strengthened: General

4. Reduce the number of topics by connecting across the 5 topics in 
the early grades

5. Abandon the “clarificatory notes with teaching guidelines”. This can 
be published as one possible learning programme, which is not to be 
slavishly followed and policed. 
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CAPS: Five topics

CAPS

Data handling

Measurement

Shape and space (geometry)

Patterns, functions and 
algebra

Number operations and 
relationships
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2. Teaching and learning early maths (learning trajectories) 

Numbers Measurement and Geometry

Two main areas

Van den
Heuvel-
Panhuizen,
ed (2008)

1
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Teaching and learning early maths (learning trajectories) 

Clements & Sarama
(2009)

2

Discrete  mathematics 
(classifying, sorting, and sequencing)

Data

Patterns and functions

Numeric and quantitative 
competencies

Spatial and geometric 
competences

Two main areas

Three sub-
themes woven 
through two main 
areas
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Data

Patterns and functions

Shape and space (geometry)

Reduce topics

MeasurementNumber operations and 
relationships

Strengthened
CAPS
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How CAPS can be strengthened: General

6. CAPS is primarily enacted via daily worksheets in 
DBE workbooks. Simplify the DBE workbooks so they 
are not so busy. Increase the font size and available 
space for writing and drawing.

7. Focus on the underlying big ideas to avoid each 
section/week/lesson being experienced as a new 
piece of content, which just varies by number range. 
Reduce the extensive repetition of exactly the same 
tasks in the DBE workbooks and NECT lesson plans.
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Repetition: NECT lesson plans
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Lesson 1 (Grade 3) Lesson 2 
(Grade 3)
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How CAPS can be strengthened: Number

8. Attend to the numerous intermediate 
steps/stages/levels through which children develop 
their number concept and quantitative reasoning

9. Give far more time for developing numbers and 
patterns in the 0-20 range.
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Level Title Pre-K Grade R Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4

V Relationality

IV Class inclusion, embeddedness or part-
part-whole

III Cardinality and decomposability

II The mental number line or ordinal
number

I Counting

Marko-D development framework

Fritz et al.
(2009)

3
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Levels: Counting

0 – Emergent Counting
1 – Perceptual Counting
2 – Figurative Counting
3 – Initial Number Sequence
4 – Intermediate Number Sequence
5 – Facile Number Sequence

0 – Emergent FNWS.
1 – Initial FNWS up to “ten”.
2 – Intermediate FNWS up to “ten”.
3 – Facile with FNWSs up to “ten”.
4 – Facile with FNWSs up to “thirty”.
5 – Facile with FNWSs up to “one hundred”.

Levels: Numeral Identification

0 – Emergent Numeral Identification.
1 – Numerals to “10”
2 – Numerals to “20”
3 – Numerals to “100”
4 – Numerals to “1 000”

Levels: Backward Number

0 – Emergent BNWS.
1 – Initial BNWS up to “ten”.
2 – Intermediate BNWS up to “ten”.
3 – Facile with BNWSs up to “ten”.
4 – Facile with BNWSs up to “thirty”.
5 – Facile with BNWSs up to “one hundred”.

FNWS and number word after

4. Stages : Early Arithmetical Learning (SEAL)

Counting 

BNWS and number word beforeIdentifying numerals 

Wright et al.
(2008)

4
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How CAPS can be strengthened: Number

10. Attend specifically to structuring. 

Children structure numbers by:

- Using fingers in a way that shows structure (of 5 on

one hand);

- Doubling;

- Using groups of 5 and 10;

- Using a semi-structured number line from 0 to 20

(0,5,10,15 and 20 are anchor points).
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Children Learn Mathematics: Netherlands

Level Title Pre-K Grade R Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4

10 Calculating up to one hundred

9 Counting up to one hundred

8 Formal calculation up to twenty (smart-flexible calculation) 

7 Calculation by structuring with the help of suitable models

6 From counting to structuring

5 Towards pure counting-and-calculating via symbolization

4 Towards pure counting-and-calculating via symbolization

3 Object-bound counting-and-calculating

2 Context-bound counting and calculating

1 Learning to count

2
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Children Learn Mathematics: South Africa

Level Title Pre-K Grade R Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4

10 Calculating up to one hundred

9 Counting up to one hundred

8 Formal calculation up to twenty (smart and flexible calculation)

7 Calculation by structuring with the help of suitable models ?

6 From counting to structuring ?

5 Calculation by counting where necessary by counting materials

4 Towards pure counting-and-calculating via symbolization

3 Object-bound counting-and-calculating

2 Context-bound counting and calculating

1 Learning to count
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How CAPS can be strengthened: Number

10. Select a few, and then consistent develop, powerful and structured representations

e.g. number lines:There is a big shift for children (fences and poles/posts)

- from number tracks

- to number lines

0           1            2            3            4            5           6            7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Inconsistent representations (number tracks or number lines?)
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How CAPS can be strengthened: Spatial reasoning

11. Combine space and shape (geometry) with

measurement

12. Make explicit the underlying developmental 
framework for shape and space (geometry) and 
how this connects with measurement
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Number, Measurement and Geometry

Van den
Heuvel-Panhuizen,
ed (2008)

1

arithmetic measurement geometry
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Number, Measurement and Geometry

2

Learning trajectory for space and shape

1. Precomposer

2. Piece assembler

3. Picture maker

4. Shape composer

5. Substitution Composer

6. Shape Composite Iterator

7. Shape Composite with Units of Units

Clements & Sarama
(2009)
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How CAPS can be strengthened: African languages

13. When developing materials in African languages, 
translanguage don’t translate. This necessitates 
developing and agreeing on mathematics registers for 
how each language is used to communicate 
mathematically

14. Think carefully about the the language and the 
register which is to be used consistently across all 
materials and documents (eg’s from isiXhosa)
- Naming of fractions
- Length, breadth and height distinction

- Allow the use of English number names
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How CAPS can be strengthened: African languages

15. Seek opportunities to leverage the linguistic 
features of the language for communicating the 
mathematics  (examples from isiXhosa)

- Number names: Number names are more 

transparent than English for 11-99, but this is not 

made explicit

- ‘More’ and ‘up’ lending themselves to vertical number 

lines

- Make explicit the variations in spelling of number 

names (e.g. five and fifteen and fifty)
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1. Take into account our starting point.

2.  Increase the “bandwidth” per grade/level. Not all children progress at the same pace.

3.  Reduce the pace as this currently outstrips the pace of learning. 

4. Reduce the number of topics by connecting across the 5 topics in the early grades

5. Abandon the “clarificatory notes with teaching guidelines”. This can be published as one possible 
learning programme, which is not to be slavishly followed and policed. 

6. CAPS is primarily enacted via day-by-day scripted lessons,  and the worksheets in DBE 
workbooks. Organise by big ideas - not by increased in number range.

7. Focus on the underlying big ideas to avoid each section/week/lesson being experienced as a 
new piece of content.

How CAPS can be strengthened: General
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How CAPS can be strengthened: Number

8. Attend to the numerous intermediate steps/stages/levels through which children 
develop their number concept and quantitative reasoning

9. Give far more time for developing numbers, operations and relationships in the 0-20 
range.

10. Attend specifically to structuring. 

11. Select a few, and then consistent develop, powerful and structured representations (e.g.

number lines)
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How CAPS can be strengthened: Shape, space and measurement

11. Combine space and shape (geometry) with measurement

12. Make explicit the underlying developmental framework for geometry, shape and space and 
how this connects with measurement
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13. We need to translanguage not translate.

14. Think carefully about the the language and the register which is to be used consistently 
across all materials and documents

15. Seek opportunities to leverage the linguistic features of the language for communicating 
the mathematics  

How CAPS can be strengthened: African languages
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thank you

Nicky Roberts: nroberts@uj.ac.za

Ingrid Mostert: ingrid@axiumeducation.org


